Dynamic disturbances propagate in isotropic elastic solids in the form of dilatational and distortional waves, each of which is characterized by its propagation velocity. In real materials these speeds are always distinct. Although each type of wave can propagate independently in an infinite medium, they both occur, in general, after either of them strikes the surface of a bounded medium or a surface of discontinuity. The coexistence of these two waves traveling with different velocities makes the analysis of waves in an elastic solid much more complicated than for other wave propagation phenomena such as electromagnetic waves in dielectrics or acoustical waves in air.
Dynamic disturbances propagate in isotropic elastic solids in the form of dilatational and distortional waves, each of which is characterized by its propagation velocity. In real materials these speeds are always distinct. Although each type of wave can propagate independently in an infinite medium, they both occur, in general, after either of them strikes the surface of a bounded medium or a surface of discontinuity. The coexistence of these two waves traveling with different velocities makes the analysis of waves in an elastic solid much more complicated than for other wave propagation phenomena such as electromagnetic waves in dielectrics or acoustical waves in air.
As an example of the difficulties one may encounter, consider the steady-state propagation of elastic waves in a medium which has an interior or exterior boundary that coincides with one of the familiar curvilinear coordinate surfaces. It is well known that in many cases the governing field equations, a scalar and a vector wave equation, can be solved by the separation of variables method. Solutions are then expressed in terms of a series of the special wave functions which arise for the particular coordinate system under consideration. Since two types of waves coexist, there are two series of wave functions, one for dilatational and the other for distortional waves and each will contain a different wave speed as a parameter. Combination of these wave functions and their derivatives gives rise to displacements and stresses which are the usual quantities specified at a boundary. Because wave functions with different wave speeds are not orthogonal to each other, the boundary conditions, in general, cannot be exactly satisfied. Only at a cylindrical or spherical boundary are the wave functions, exp i{nd + mz) and P^(cos 0) cos m<p, respectively, independent of the wave speeds.
Thus, boundary value problems for cylindrical or spherical geometries are the only ones that can be solved exactly by the so-called "method of separation of variables." It is to be noted that separation of variables is not the only method that is ineffective for solving elastodynamic boundary value problems. For example, in using the WienerHopf method to treat the scattering of elastic waves by a half plane, great difficulty is encountered at the critical stage of factoring the kernel into two functions which are analytic in two different, but overlapping regions. This, again, stems from the occurrence of two different wave velocities. In general, it can be said that elastodynamic problems would be easier to analyze if the dilatational and distortional wave speeds were equal and this fact lead us to develop the perturbation method presented in this paper.
In essence, this method, as outlined in Sec. II, is to replace the two unequal wave numbers (frequency/wave velocity) which appear in the two steady state wave equations by their root-mean-square average value. The difference between the actual wave numbers and the root-mean-square average one happens to be a small number which can be used as a perturbation parameter. The wave equations and boundary conditions *Received June 10, 1966; revised manuscript received October 31, 1966. are then all perturbed with the result that, for each order of the perturbation expansion, only one wave number, the rms average, is involved. In Sees. Ill and IV, this method is illustrated and tested for studying diffractions of elastic waves by a semi-infinite rigid-smooth plane and by a rigid circular cylinder, for both of which the exact solutions are available. Two term perturbation solutions are obtained and, when compared with the exact solutions, they are found to be valid at low frequencies and in the region near the scatterer.
Finally, this method is applied in Sec. V to the diffraction of harmonic compressional and shear waves by a semi-infinite rigid-clamped plane. Previous attempts to solve this problem by the separation of variables method [1] and the Wiener-Hopf method [2] , were seriously hampered by the difficulties discussed above, and thus, very little information on the stresses and displacements has been obtained. However, by applying the method of perturbation and utilizing the well known Sommerfeld solutions for the diffraction of electromagnetic waves [3] , we construct with ease a two term perturbation solution, from which the stresses near the tip of the clamped plane are explicitly determined.
II. Equations of elastodynamics and the perturbation method. Waves in elastic solids can be expressed by two wave potentials, <^>(r, t) and h(r, t), which are related to the displacement vector u(r, t) by u = grad <p + curlh.
(
For steady state motion, the time dependent part of u, <p, and h, a harmonic function exp (-iut), is separated from the part which depends on the position vector r, and then <p(r) and h(r) satisfy Helmholtz equations.
(V2 + kl)<p = 0,
where V2 is the Laplacian operator and ki = co/ci , k2 = u>/c2 .
The ratio of the dilatational wave speed cl (P wave) to the distortional wave speed c2 (S wave) depends on the Poisson's ratio, v, of the medium, _ c. = h. = (2 -2"V/2 * ~ c2 ~~ jfe, ~ \i -2t7 -
Stresses in the medium are related to the displacements by
where x and I are the stress dyadic and idemfactor [4] , respectively, and n is the shear modulus of the medium.
In an infinite body, P and S waves which are represented by the wave potentials <p and h, respectively, can propagate independently, but, in a medium with a boundary or surface of discontinuity, these two waves usually are coupled. This is because boundary conditions are most often prescribed in terms of displacements and stresses which are comprised of both waves as can be seen from Eqs. (1) and (4) . The fact that each wave is characterized by distinct wave speeds, cx and c2, or distinct wave numbers, kx and k2 , and that both waves concurrently exist complicates the analysis of waves in a bounded elastic medium.
To circumvent such difficulties, we replace both wave numbers by their root-meansquare average value, k, k2 = \{k\ + kl), k\ = k\ 1 -2e), kl = k\ 1 + 2e) (5a)
Since Poisson's ratio, v, has a numerical value lying between zero and one-half, the parameter, e, is limited between 1/6 and 1/2. It thus can be used as the parameter in regular perturbation expansions for <p, h, u, and t.
v>=Z*V"\ h=Ee"h<"),
u = Z <vn>, , = £€vn'.
All summations are from n = 0 to oo. In terms of k and e, Eqs. (2) are written as
Substituting (7) into the above equations and equating coefficients of like powers of t, we obtain the field equations for the nth order potentials.
Similarly, the nth order displacements and stresses can be computed from <p(r'' and h<n) by u(n> = grad^'"' + curlh"0,
The boundary conditions are treated in like manner. We note then that the field equations (8) and boundary conditions for each order of perturbation depend on the single wave number k. The zf roth order field equations are
These are the first approximations for (2) by assuming that both P and S waves travel with equal speeds. Solutions of (11) satisfying zeroth order boundary conditions can be found in a manner similar to solving problems of acoustic waves in fluids for which only one wave potential is required to describe the motion. Proceeding successively to higher order field equations, we decompose the solutions of (8) into two parts: the complementary solutions, (p[n) and h(en) and the particular solutions, ipl"] and h^"' . The former satisfy the homogeneous equations, (V2 + fcV' =0, (V2 + k2)hln) = 0
while the latter can be constructed from the solutions of lower orders. General solutions are then given by
Consider the first order perturbation. From (8) and (11) the field equations become
A particular solution for each equation is
Vp" = -r-grad <p(0>, h^u = r-grad h<0)
which can be verified by direct substitution into (14).
The second order equations follow from (8) 
We shall not generate solutions for higher order field equations. Not only would the particular solutions become quite lengthy, but also it becomes increasingly difficult to determine the complementary solutions since they must satisfy the boundary conditions which, in turn, involve the corresponding order particular solutions. In practice, we shall be content with results of the first few orders. For plane problems of elastodynamics, the above method can be applied to plane strain without modification. If the x3-axis is perpendicular to the plane considered, plane strain means that u = (ut , u2 , 0) and w, is independent of the z3-coordinate. For such a problem we may take h = (0, 0, h) and both wave potentials, <p and h, are functions of Xi , x2 , and t.
In generalized plane stress problems of thin plates, u(x, , x2, t) represents the average value of displacement across the x3-coordinate and u3 can be computed from ul and u2 . The shear wave velocity in such a medium is still c2 , but the corresponding dilatational wave, generally known as an extensional wave [5] , has a velocity, Ci = kc2 , where
Thus, the /Ci in (2) should be replaced by = w/and k in (4) and (10) should be replaced by k. The rms average wave number, k, should be changed to k with
and e to
It is seen that e, whose range is 1/6 < e < 3/10 for practical Poisson's ratios, still is suitable as a perturbation parameter.
In the next two sections, we shall illustrate the perturbation method outlined above for two problems of diffraction of elastic waves. Since the exact solutions for both cases are known, a comparison will show the accuracy and validity of this approximate method.
III. Diffraction of compressional
waves by a semi-infinite rigid-smooth strip. We first apply the perturbation method to the analysis of the diffraction of plane harmonic waves in an infinite medium with a semi-infinite rigid-smooth plane barrier. A rigidsmooth plane is one which is free of shearing stresses and is immobile in its normal direction. The formulation of this problem and its exact solution which were presented in detail in a recent investigation [6] are summarized in the following subsection.
1. Formulation of Problem and Exact Solution. As shown in Fig. 1 , a semi-infinite rigid-smooth surface which is taken as the positive xz plane of a Cartesian space forms a diffracting screen to an incident plane dilatational wave (P wave) propagating in the positive y-direction. The incident wave is represented by <p' = <p0 exp (ikiy), h' = 0 (18) with the time factor exp ( -iut) omitted throughout. Deformations will occur only in the x and y directions conforming to a state of plane strain with <p = <p(x, y) and h = [0, 0, h(x, j/)]. In terms of the parabolic coordinates (£, -q, z) where
and r = (X2 + y2)W2 = K£2 + v) = hg\ equations (1) and (2) take the following forms, respectively,
The boundary conditions on the rigid-smooth plane which is defined by i) = rj0 = 0 in parabolic coordinates are At the edge of the strip (17 = £ = 0), the displacement components must be finite. Upon striking the strip, the incident wave is scattered into compressional and shear waves. The outgoing scattered waves are constructed from the solutions of Eqs. (21) in terms of Weber's functions Da{z) and D_,(z) where
The combined incident and outgoing waves should satisfy the boundary conditions (23), the edge conditions, and the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity. An exact solution was found in [6] as
(25) and
In the above solution, W: is the combination of both the incident wave (18) and the outgoing scattered wave, satisfying the boundary conditions (23). The outgoing wave terms with the factor A identically satisfy (23) and are added to meet the edge condition. Because of the latter condition, the diffracted wave is comprised of both dilatational and shear waves.
2. Perturbation Solution. Without knowing the exact solution, we can derive an approximate solution to the above problem by finding the first two terms of the perturbation expansion. Following the development in Sec. II with h(n) = (0, 0, hU)), we take
The perturbed boundary conditions, as derived from (23) are
and u\n) and u\n) must be finite at the edge of the strip. When fci is replaced by k( 1 -2e)1/2 and the latter is approximated by its binomial expansion, the incident P wave (18) takes the form <p' = <p0 exp (iky)[ 1 -tky exp (iV/2) + 0(e2)].
Thus, the first two order perturbations of <p* are <pim = <p0 exp (iky), <p'm = -ky<p0 exp (i(ky + tt/2)).
(A) Zeroth Order Solution.
With a common wave number, k, for both <p and h, the zeroth order solution can be deduced from Sommerfeld's well known solutions for the diffractions of vertically and horizontally plane polarized light waves by a semiinfinite opaque screen [3] . In fact, functions like TFli2 defined in (25) were first used by Lamb for solving these problems in parabolic coordinates [7] . The zeroth order solution to our problem becomes, 
Since the first order incident wave <p' (1) in (29) is included in the expression for ^ , i.e., -r-grad <p'<0), the as yet undetermined complementary solution will be comprised solely of outgoing scattered waves. The absence of plane waves in complementary solutions beyond the zeroth order is because the initial incident wave is perturbed through the particular solutions. In fact, plane wave solutions for <p'cn) or h(en) (n > 0) mean that there are additional incident waves impinging on the strip with amplitudes proportional to e" and such waves do not exist in the posed problem. Instead of directly substituting (30) into (31) we shall first modify the particular solution to shorten the calculations of constants in the complementary solutions. By noting that -r-curl h<0> also satisfies a homogeneous Helmholtz equation, we may write the first of (31) as
where tp\X) is a new complementary solution, still not yet found. The quantity inside the parenthesis is now the zeroth order displacement vector. In terms of parabolic coordinates and using (20)
It is true that r-curl (0, 0, v"") also satisfies a homogeneous Helmholtz equation and apparently can be used to modify the particular solution of hn> in (31). However, ipl0) contains the zeroth order incident wave and so the inclusion of r-curl (0, 0, ^><0)) would introduce incident shear waves which do not exist in this problem. Hence, we maintain the original form and substitute (30) directly into the second of (31) to obtain hw = ticX) -W0) -i\r,A0Do(\v)Dom).
Since h[1) and h'0) both satisfy the same homogeneous Helmholtz equation and the former is not yet specified, we combine both to form a new complementary solution,
From the boundary condition (27) with n = 1 and because 1F2(£, 0; A) is identically zero, the boundary conditions for and h[l) , respectively, in (33) and (34) are simplŷ
Solutions for <^u and /i"' which satisfy homogeneous Helmholtz equations, homogeneous boundary conditions (35) and must vanish at infinity would ordinarily be <p(cl) = h\l) = 0, but that would result in singular displacements at £ = rj = 0. Thus, we take two singular outgoing wave functions as solutions which satisfy (35). 
The first order solutions are thus completely determined.
Comparison of Approximate and Exact Solutions.
Since the exact results for this problem are available [6] , the accuracy of the approximate solution can be examined. In fact, if k, and k2 in the exact results are expressed in terms of k and e, expansions of tp and h in (24) in a MacLaurin series in e would yield the various order perturbation solutions. The errors caused by truncating such a MacLaurin's series can, in theory, be estimated. Furthermore, the expansion of the incident wave, <p\ in (28) provides a rough guide to the behavior of the approximate solution. If the perturbation expansion ends at the first order, the solution is certainly not valid if eky is large, and so usually the best results will be obtained at low frequencies and in the region near the origin.
A detailed comparison is made by computing t"(±£, 0) and r£,(0, -q) from (4) and (10) . The former are the normal stresses (r"" at y = ±0, x > 0) along both sides of the semi-infinite strip and the latter is the shear stress (rr" at y = 0, x < 0) along the line extension in front of the strip. Results are shown for v = 0.2 (e = 0.227) in Fig. 2, A and B, together with the exact values obtained from (24). All stresses are normalized by the factor, nkl<p0 , which is the maximum principal stress on the incident P wave front and is assumed approaching a nonzero constant as co(= k2c2) -» 0. The abscissa scale in Near the tip of the strip (x = 0, y = 0), the stress values are dominated by the x~1/2 terms which arise from the scattered waves. Hence, in this region the discrepancy is mainly between the coefficients of those singular terms which are known as stressintensity factors. The largest error occurring is 11.5 per cent for txv , while for the normal stresses, the errors are less than 5 per cent.
Further away from the tip the accuracy of the approximate results appears quite good over the range shown. However, this is admittedly a special situation as the normally incident wave, <pQ exp (ik,y), is constant at y = 0 and hence is not perturbed there. Only the scattered waves are actually approximated by perturbation and, interestingly, along either side of the strip the perturbed scattered wave effects decrease as k2x increases. In general, a scattered wave perturbation expansion, just as a plane wave expansion, Fio. 2. Normalized stresses an = for a semi-infinite rigid-smooth strip versus normalized shear wave number, (fca/2)"s{ and (fc2/2)'/27j, (or normalized distance) for a normally incident P wave and v =» 0.20 (comparing exact and approximate solutions).
will be inaccurate for large values of wave number times distance. This indeed occurs for rIt(0, ??) when (k2/2)1/2-q > 3 in Fig. 2B and so these results are not compared further. However, the agreement of results in Fig. 2A will continue even as (k2/2)1/2£ -> <». The fact that the incident wave is constant everywhere along y = 0 also accounts for the somewhat larger error for the shear stress at the edge of the strip, since it arises solely from scattered waves. Normal stresses along the strip, on the other hand, are comprised of both incident and scattered parts and the former part is exact in this case.
IV. Diffraction of extensional waves by a circular rigid inclusion. In a thin plate, infinite in extent, the diffraction of plane extensional waves by a rigid, circular inclusion has been discussed in reference [8] . With the center of the rigid and fixed inclusion of radius, a, taken as the origin of cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) where z is along the thickness of the plate, the boundary conditions are ur(r, 6) = Uj(r, 6) = 0 at r = o.
The resulting radial stress of both the incident and scattered field on the inclusion boundary (r = a) is [8] rrr(a, 6) = (2r0/tV) eni"k2aH'n(k2a) A"1 cos nd (39) where r0 is the maximum normal stress on the incident wave front; e" = 1 for n = 0 and «" = 2 for n > 0; Hn is the Hankel function of the first kind with the prime indicating differentiation with respect to argument and A" = klk2a2H'n{kiai)H'n(k2a) -n2Hn0Cia)H"(k2a).
The perturbation solutions of the first two orders can be derived by following the same procedure outlined in Sec. III. The boundary conditions for the various order quantities are ulrn) = u(en) = 0 at r = a.
With ic replacing k, and k2 , the zeroth order solutions are derived as in the analogous diffraction problem for acoustical waves in air [9] , Particular solutions of the first order field equations are obtained by applying Eq. (15). We omit the details of the derivation and present final results for the radial stress at the inclusion:
with ,o) 2tr0 tninH'"(ka) Trr = -J-Is Tj-TTTu-7T\ cos nd, irk a n-o Hn-i(Jc(i)Hn+i(Jcci)
"> _ 2jTn y, eq-y -k a )Hn(ka)
T" rr(ka)2 U H^(ka)Hn+l(ka)
These can be identified as the coefficients of the first two terms of the expansion of Trr(a, 6) into a MacLaurin series in «.
Figs. 3A and 3B show, respectively, the variation of the normalized radial stress |tpp/to| (= |<rrr|) at the illuminous and shadow points on the inclusion (9 = x and 0 = 0, respectively) with the dimensionless wave number kia. The approximate stresses are computed from Eqs. (40) and (41) For 0 < kia < 1 in Fig. 3A , the two term perturbation solution agrees with the exact solution within 4 per cent. For k,a > 1, the approximate results begin to diverge rapidly from the exact ones. Again, this confirms that the perturbation method yields good results in a region near the scatterer and at low frequencies. However, note that at kid = 1 the high frequency limit, Trr/T0 = 2, is nearly reached.
As compared to the rigid-smooth strip problem, the range of distance/wave length for which the approximate results are acceptable is, here, smaller. This is because there are contributions to the stress at the point 6 = ir from the incident plane wave, from a reflected plane wave, and from a cylindrical diffracted wave, each of which is perturbed. However, only contributions from diffracted waves had to be perturbed in the results of the previous problem.
At the shadow point (0 = 0) the stress is caused only by a scattered wave whose amplitude decreases with increasing values of kxa. The agreement between the exact and approximate results in Fig. 3B is therefore close over a greater range of frequencies and inclusion size.
V. Diffraction of elastic waves by a semi-infinite clamped strip. In the preceding sections, the perturbation method was applied to problems whose exact solutions are known, for the purpose of illustrating the method and checking its accuracy. Although the method indeed provides valid results in the low frequency range, the two term perturbation solutions, for the examples cited were no simpler to derive than the exact ones.
However, the perturbation method can be applied to problems not amenable to standard treatments. To illustrate this, we consider the diffraction of a plane harmonic elastic wave by a semi-infinite clamped strip. While the solution to this problem has been set up with the standard Wiener-Hopf technique [2] , it is so complicated that no results for stresses and displacements have been obtained. Similarly, application of the method of separation of variables in parabolic coordinates provides a meager amount of information because the shear and compressional wave functions are not orthogonal to each other [1] , As shall be shown, a two-term perturbation solution, on the other hand, is easily constructed.
1. Exact Formulation by the Wiener-Hopf Method. As in Sec. Ill, we again consider a plane harmonic compressional wave in an infinite solid impinging upon a semi-infinite plane of discontinuity, taken as the xz-plane with x > 0. The plane is, however, fixed and rigid instead of rigid-smooth as previously considered. The propagation vector of the incident wave is perpendicular to the edge of the barrier so that the assumption of plane strain is applicable. Thus, the incident field becomes, ip(,) = >p0 exp (iki(x cos a + y sin a)), h(,) = (0, 0, A<0) = 0
where a is the angle between the propagation vector and the x-axis. The potentials for the waves scattered by the semi-infinite barrier, denoted by <pu) and h{'\ satisfy the field equations (V2 + k\Mvu\ h") = 0
and the boundary conditions u= dip(,)/dx + dti^/dy = -ikiipa cos a exp (ik^x cos a), ul'} = dp'^/dy -dh(,)/dx = -iki<p0 sin a exp {ikvx cos a) along y = 0*, x > 0. The above conditions imply from Eq. (1) that the total displacements along the clamped strip must vanish. The scattered wave functions, and h(,), further should satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition and, at the sharp edge of the strip, should yield regular displacement functions, i.e., u(xa) and u'^ are bounded as r = (x2 + y'2)1'2 -> 0. This completes the mathematical statement of the problem.
A Wiener-Hopf type solution was formulated by Roseau [2] from the equivalent integral equations for the problem. Also, as outlined in reference [10] , Jone's method can be adopted to derive the Wiener-Hopf type equations for this problem.
If f(y) denotes the Fourier transform of a function fix), the transformed solutions of (43) 
in which p(x) and qix) are zero for x > 0 and are equal to u'r" (x, 0) and u^"' (x, 0) respectively for x < 0. The ± subscripts indicate that a function is analytic in the upper or lower 7-planes, respectively. The key step in the analysis at this point is to factor the expressions (72/tj2 -Vi) and (y2/ 771 -t]2) in (45) into the product of functions which are analytic in upper and lower overlapping 7-planes. After this is done, the four unknown functions in (45) can be found with the function-theoretic methods associated with the Wiener-Hopf procedure [10] , and then the transformed potentials are determined.
However, the plus and minus factors of (72/i?2 -Vi) cannot be found explicitly because rh ^ jj2 , but instead are given in the form of complicated contour integrals [2] , Hence, the final solution in the 7-plane is expressed in such a cumbersome manner that apparently no results have been evaluated.
2. Perturbation Solution.
From the above discussion, it is clear that an exact analysis for the diffraction of elastic waves by a rigid half-plane is made difficult because of the presence of two waves which are characterized by distinct wave numbers. However, if we take ki = fc2 = k, then72/r;2 -1)1 -y2/vi ~ V2 = k\y2 -fc2)_l/2 which function is readily factored into plus and minus functions. In fact, as we shall show below, the zeroth order displacements so obtained are each identical to the solution for the diffraction of a plane polarized electromagnetic wave by a perfectly conducting semi-infinite screen, i.e., the Sommerfeld diffraction solution satisfying a Dirichlet boundary condition along the screen [3] , Furthermore, first order perturbation solutions can be generated from this same Sommerfeld solution.
(A) Zeroth Order Solution. We recall that the zeroth order solution of an elastodynamic problem is the same as the exact solution with kx and k2 replaced by k. Therefore, all the steps leading to the derivation of (45) may be repeated with (p and h replaced by <p<n) and h'0), respectively, and kl = k2 = k. The incident wave field is given by (42) while the diffracted field can be obtained after solving the Wiener-Hopf type equations (45) which now become k2(y2 -k2)~W2JL0) = 2k<p0(y -k cos a)Il sin a + 2q[0), k 2(y2 -A;2) ~1/2 mi0' = 2k<p0(y -k cos a)!1 cos a + 2p+\
Taking branch cuts for the functions (7 -fc)1/2 and (7 + k)1/2 to extend from 7 = ±fc to 7 = ± 03 in the upper and lower 7-planes, respectively, we can factor (72 -k2)1/2 as [ (7 - The transformed potentials, <p'ou') and h<0)('\ can now be calculated and then the transforms of the zeroth order displacements are obtained from the Fourier transform of (9), i.e.,
w-coh" = a-(o>o/a2/ _ iyfii°x.)<
The results for the displacements are 7, y) = A-Vo COS a(k + k cos a),/2e~,l"l/(7 + k)w\7 -k cos a),
ii'yn) '"'(7, y) = Avo sin a(k + k cos a)1/V,!!'l/(7 + k)w\y -k cos a),
where tj = (y2 -k2)1/2.
Equations (50) may be formally inverted to yield the actual displacements associated with the diffracted waves. However, by noting that these transformed expressions are identical with the corresponding ones in the Sommerfeld diffraction problem for an "absorbent" halfplane [10] , we immediately can express the displacements in terms of Weber functions mentioned in Sec. III.
The Sommerfeld solution required here is W2 (Eq. 25) which was defined for an incident angle a = tt/2. In terms of familiar polar coordinates (r, 6) and an incident wave with unit amplitude and arbitrary propagation direction it becomes, W2(r, 6, a) = 7r~1/2j^exp (ikr cos (a -d))
e~'' dt -exp (ikr cos (a + 6)) j e~'' d/J
where a± = (-2ikr)W2 sin |(a ± 6).
Recall that W2 contains the sum of the incident and diffracted waves. Thus, the zeroth order displacements become, wj0> = ik<po cos aW2(r, 6, a), u™ = ik<p0 sin aW2(r, 6, a)
and the zeroth order stresses follow directly from (10) . For an incident shear wave at an angle IS with the semi-infinite rigid strip, <P jo = 0, h(,) = h0 exp (ik2(x cos 0 + y sin /3))
we can repeat the above analysis for the zeroth order field and can similarly derive the results, ul0) = ikh0 sin fiW2(r, 0, fi), u(v0) = -ikh0 cos /3W2(r, 6, ft).
Combination of (52) and (54) 
and particular solutions of them are given in (15). However, instead of using (14) and (15), we find it more convenient to derive and solve first order field equations for the displacements. The analysis, as will be seen below, is considerably shortened since the boundary conditions directly specify the displacements. From (8) and (9) with h = (0, 0, h) for plane strain problems we obtain where the zeroth order potentials and displacements are related by (56) with n = 0. In the problem of diffraction by a semi-infinite rigid strip, the zeroth order displacements, u{x0) and m*01 , vanish along y = 0, x > 0. Thus the first order displacements given by (59) also satisfy the boundary conditions along the rigid strip. Furthermore the right hand sides of (59) are bounded as r = (x2 + y2)1/a -> 0. It then appears that the particular solutions (59) are the exact first order solutions to our problem. However, we must still calculate the first order potentials, <p{1) and hw to check whether or not the expressions in (59) introduce additional plane waves in the field. If so, they would have a magnitude of the order of e. Such a plane wave corresponds to another incident wave which is not present in the posed problem and must be removed by complementary solutions of (58). 
which still satisfy the boundary and radiation conditions. The final first order solution is the sum of (59) and (60) with uT = Mi0) -r • grad u(za) -2k2yhm, uy> = -ul0) +r -gradtC + 2 k2y<pw.
In summary, the displacement vector for the diffracted plane elastic waves by a semi-infinite rigid strip can be approximated by u = ut0)(.r, y; k) + eull)(x, y; k)
where u<0) is defined in (52) and (54) for incident compressional and shear waves, respectively, and ull> is given by (61).
= -k2(ip0 cos 2a exp (ikM) + h0 sin 2/3 exp (ikN)), Examination of (51), (52), (54), and (61) indicates that a fair amount of calculation is required to derive explicit expressions for the displacement functions and the stress field. Nevertheless, these calculations are simple when compared to the evaluation of the same results by the Wiener-Hopf or separation of variables procedure. Besides, an analytical result is derived here whereas recourse to numerical calculation must be made by the other methods.
The singular portion of the stress components along either side of the strip (x > 0) which are dominant close to the sharp edge are found to be for an incident distortional wave alone (v(,> = 0). In (63) the stresses are normalized by the value of the normal stress along the incident compressional wave front, while for (64) the normalization factor is the magnitude of the shear stress along the plane incident distortional wave.
VI. Conclusions. A perturbation method which reduces boundary value problems of elastodynamics to ones involving a single wave number has been presented. The perturbation solutions of the first few orders can then be generated nearly as easily as those for acoustic waves in air. So far, the method has been applied to investigate diffractions of elastic waves, and the resulting solutions, based on a two-term perturbation expansion, are in good agreement with the exact ones at low frequencies and in the near field. At high frequencies and/or in the far field, it is expected that good results may be obtained by different methods, e.g., geometric ray theory. Perturbation solutions have also been obtained for the diffraction of elastic waves by a clamped half-plane, a problem which defies an exact analysis even when the powerful Wiener-Hopf method is applied. The results, again, are valid at low frequencies and near the edge of the plane.
For the examples cited, the perturbation results are valid up to the high frequency region, and so a complete frequency spectrum for the responses, either stresses or displacements, can be obtained approximately. This means that transient motions can be determined by using the Fourier integrals. Hence, the present perturbation method may serve as a useful step in the study of transient motion of an elastic solid.
